INTRODUCTION
Reliable aperture photometry is important in the cases of investigation of sparse stellar fields and standard fields for the determination of color equations or atmospheric extinction. In addition, aperture photometry is necessary for the transformation of photometry results, obtained with the PSF fitting technique, to the standard system, i.e., for the determination of the aperture correction and the zero-point of a magnitude scale. Therefore, it is important to have a convenient tool for precise aperture photometry of selected stars even in relatively crowded fields.
Many software packages, developed for stellar photometry procedure, axe available. Some of them, such as DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) or DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993) , are used in crowded fields, the others, such as Apphot (Davis 1989) , are intended for relatively sparse fields. Usually these programs are parts of big integrated software packages, such as IRAF or MIDAS, and require a powerful computer system. Although these packages are hardware portable, their graphical interface (GUI) is not sufficiently comfortable for data analysis during the actual photometry. An attempt to develop a convenient GUI for the IRAF/Apphot package (Davis 1994) has not been completed, and this illustrates the need of such software and some difficulties of its realization.
Starting with the first PC XT models, an attempt to use personal computers in professional astronomy has been made (Fullton et al. 1988) . At that time, several successful software packages for some astronomical problems, including stellar aperture photometry, were proposed (Jacoby & Heasley 1988) . However, present day PCs are much more powerful, and they need new software.
Here we describe a software package AFO for interactive aperture photometry. To test the package, we use the original CCD observations of the open cluster M 67. The precision of our photometry is compared with the precision obtained by the aperture photometry program Apphot from the Linux/IRAF version 2.10.4 package.
THE AFO PACKAGE
The code of the AFO package is written in Fortran 77 with the additional programming of a mouse module in the Assembler. The required minimum of the hardware configuration is: IBM PC 80386 CPU, 1MB RAM, VGA color monitor, mouse support, 1 MB of free hard disk space. The operating system is MS DOS 6.x or higher.
The main algorithm
The main task of the program is to determine the instrumental magnitude of a star by the growth-curve (GC) (instrumental magnitude vs. aperture) analysis method. The steps of this procedure are the following:
-centering of the star under analysis; -integration of the flux in a sequence of apertures;
-estimation of the sky background around the star (hereafter "the sky"); -subtraction of the sky from the total flux in apertures. More details of the synthetic aperture photometry are given in the comprehensive studies by Howell (1989) and Stetson (1990) .
The estimation of the sky has most influence on the photometric precision. The Apphot and other packages have several algorithms for the sky fitting: median, mode, histogram, etc. (Davis 1987) . Usually, the mode algorithm is used. However, no method guarantees the correct sky estimation in stellar fields with a complicated background. The problem is, that in all cases the sky is determined not directly at the position of the star but in the region around it. If the sky is non-uniform (in the case of photometry in nearby galaxies or nebulae), its level can be very different and, therefore, the estimated value can be wrong.
For evaluation of the sky, we have chosen an algorithm determining the maximum of a histogram which plots the frequency of occurrence of the sky values around the star. The method is accurate enough, simple and suitable for interactive analysis. The program makes a histogram for sky values in all pixels within the apertures defined for the sky estimation. Then, a polynomial fitting is used for the location of maximum of the histogram, which is accepted as the sky value. However, this method is usable for the sky estimation only in the case of bright stars when the influence of the sky errors is negligible. If the photometric accuracy, limited by the photon statistics of the signal, is desired, all automated methods of the sky estimation in most cases give just a first approximation. In general, it seems impossible to obtain the precise sky value for all stars on the frame using any automated method, because it is too difficult to forecast the real situation in the neighborhood of stars. For this reason, the main attention in the AFO package is paid to an interactive procedure of sky estimation. A new method of photometry has been developed. It is based on fitting of the GC of the star under analysis to GCs of standard stars, selected in advance, by changing only one free parameter, the sky.
Description of the AFO package
The AFO package uses CCD frames as the input files in FITS format after preliminary reductions (bias and dark subtracted, flat- field corrected) which usually depend on the instrumentation used. Initially a special utility removes the FITS header, and the file is ready for using as an input to AFO. The next step is the interactive selection of stars for photometry using a visualization utility, which produces a coordinate list of objects in the ASCII format (X, Y coordinates and the identification number). After that, the main program of aperture photometry is ready to run.
The main screen of the program is given in Fig. 1 . Hereafter, the identification numbers of the screen panels will be given in square brackets. After the start, the program reads current coordinates from the object list and extracts the corresponding piece from the CCD data file. For visualization of the object image and its surrounding, a window [1] of 129 x 129 pixel size is used. Every pixel is colored in correspondence to some fixed flux levels. The object is automatically centered according to the maximum of X [2] and Y [3] marginals. The sky frequency histogram is drawn in the window [4] . When the sky value (the histogram maximum) is determined, the program plots a few GCs [5] . The central GC corresponds to the sky value determined. The GCs above the central one correspond to lower sky values and those placed below -to higher sky values, accordingly. Then the program goes to the interactive mode and waits for a user's command. The user can confirm the result of automatic photometry or correct it. The decision depends on the analysis of visual data: the profile of GC, the field around the object, the quality of the sky histogram, the reliability of centering, etc. If the user wants to change some parameter, it can be done by a simple mouse click or keyboard key press. After any change, the program redraws the screen. When the user is satisfied with the result of photometry, it can be saved as an output file in the ASCII format. Every record in this file contains the following information: identification number, coordinates, the sky value, FWHM, S/N, the flux in the central pixel and the sequence of instrumental magnitudes. The record can also contain some user's notes or commentaries concerning the reliability of the photometry generated by the program itself.
A comparison of the GC of the star under analysis with the GCs of stars, preliminary selected as standard (in the photometric meaning) stars, considerably enhances the objectivity of evaluation of the sky. These standard stars must be bright enough, and must not contain close neighbors or defects on CCD. At least several such stars are usually available on every CCD frame. As a rule, the sky for these stars can be measured precisely in the automatic mode. The bank of GCs for these stars is used as a support operation for the sky estimation for other stars. This procedure resembles the PSF defining procedure in the DAOPHOT package by its importance and the time spent. The mode of AFO described above is called interactive. However, the package can be used in an automated mode also. The main operation of this mode is automatic fitting of the GC of the object under analysis to the GCs of standard stars from the bank.
Therefore, the bank of GCs of standard stars, as well as the list of objects, data files and some settings of the package parameters must be prepared before the run of the AFO package in the automated mode.
TEST OF THE PACKAGE

S.l. Data for the test
For the first test of the AFO package we used CCD photometry of the open cluster IC 4996 (Vansevicius et al. 1996) . However, these results were not compared with those obtained by another software package. This was done with CCD photometry of the open cluster M67, comparing the results reduced by the AFO package and IRAF/Apphot PC version package (Tody & Fitzpatrick 1996) . The results of this comparison are described in the following subsections.
M 67 has been observed as a standard field for photometric investigation of the galaxy M51. CCD frames were obtained at the Kiso Observatory (Japan) during three nights in February -March 1994 on the 1.05 m Schmidt telescope. The CCD chip TK215 has 1000 x 1018 pixels, its gain is 0.9 e~/ADU, readout noise is 14 e -and the field is 12 x 12 arcmin. Six short (less than 1 minute) exposures were taken in each of the B, V, R and I filters of the Johnson system. Preliminary reductions of all CCD frames (bias and flatfield corrections) were done by the IRAF package.
As photometric standards, we have used CCD magnitudes of the M67 from Montgomery et al. (1993) (hereafter MMK). 43 stars, covering the V range from 9.5 to 13.5 mag and suitable for aperture photometry by their surroundings, were selected. The stars with S/N ratio below 100, as well as the brightest stars suffering from non-linearity of the chip, were not used. Twenty of the selected stars have S/N above 200. In this paper, the ratio S/N always corresponds to the aperture with a radius of 2 xFWHM. A typical F WHM for the majority of frames was about 5-7 pixels. The polygonal annulus (see Fig. 1, panel [1] ) for measuring the sky was chosen within the radial distance of 20 and 40 pixels. In the Apphot package, the sky-fitting algorithm mode was applied. 
Photometry in the interactive mode
The results of photometry in the interactive AFO mode are in good agreement with the instrumental magnitudes obtained by Apphot for the stars with S/N > 200. The standard deviation of the magnitude residuals for these stars is 0.003 mag only. For fainter stars (S/N = 100-200), the standard deviation is 0.006 mag for B and V and 0.013 mag for R and I exposures. Differences between the AFO and Apphot instrumental B magnitudes are shown in Fig. 2 . Standard deviations for all exposures are given in Table 1 . The reason for some discrepancies in the photometry is discussed below. First of all, the value of the sky estimation in the Apphot package is systematically higher than in AFO. Fig. 3 shows the differences of sky estimation by both packages in one of R frames. Fig. 4 gives differences of magnitudes obtained by both packages in the same frame. The result can be interpreted if the sky value estimated by AFO is too low or that estimated by Apphot is too high. However, the slope of GCs, constructed from Apphot data in Figs. 5 and 6, clearly indicates an overestimated level of the sky in the Apphot case, while the shape of GCs obtained by AFO seems to be normal.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the sky error is more important for fainter stars. Especially, it is evident when S/N < 200 (in our case this corresponds to a star with V > 12.5 mag). For example, the sky estimation differences by both programs are nearly the same (about 1.4 ADU) for the stars 6487 and 5573, the latter being fainter by 2 magnitudes (Fig. 3) . However, the difference in magnitude (Fig. 4) , obtained by the two methods, is only 0.002 mag for the star 6487, but for the star 5573 it is as high as 0.037 mag.
A similar situation occurs for the stars 5675 and 5464 whose magnitudes differ by 1 mag: differences in their sky estimations are the same (2 ADU), but differences of their instrumental magnitudes determined by AFO and Apphot are 0.022 mag and 0.048 mag, respectively. When the sky determined by both programs is in good agreement, the GCs and the derived magnitudes are nearly identical (Fig. 7) . For bright stars GCs are similar even in the case of considerable difference between the sky values estimated by both programs (Fig-8) .
As it was mentioned above, in the interactive AFO mode it is very useful to compare the GC of the star with GCs from the bank of standard stars. In the ideal case, GCs of all objects on the frame must be identical. Therefore, the user can change the value of the sky for a star under investigation until the best match with the GCs of standard stars will be reached. However, the result depends on the reliability of the chosen standard stars and the uniformity of PSF across the frame. Therefore, the success of the photometry remains dependent on the user's experience.
Photometry in the automated mode
Although the main purpose of the AFO package is interactive aperture photometry, in the cases of multiple exposures in the same filter it is convenient to use this package in the automated mode. This mode can also be useful when one measures bright standard stars for the determination of color equation or atmospheric extinction. Fig. 9 gives a comparison of the photometry by the AFO package in the automated mode with Apphot. Very good agreement of the results in the whole range of magnitudes is observed. The standard deviation of residuals of the instrumental magnitude are given in Table 2 . Fig. 10 gives the differences of the sky estimation by both packages, which are within 1 ADU. However, such a good agreement does not mean reliability of the determined sky level. More likely, the AFO package in the automated mode makes the same sky fitting mistakes as the Apphot package. Figs. 5 and 6 exhibit that the GCs of the AFO package in the automated mode (dots) are more similar to GCs of Apphot (triangles) than to the GCs of the AFO package in the interactive mode (squares). Therefore, the AFO package in the automated mode can be used without any restriction for stars with S/N > 200, except in the case when close neighbor stars are present. However, for obtaining the precise photometry for faint stars limited by photon statistics, the interactive mode should be preferred.
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It is necessary to emphasize that the mentioned effects must be taken into account only in the cases when precision of photometry < 0.01 mag is desired.
8.4-Averaging of instrumental magnitudes
"A User's Guide to Stellar CCD Photometry with IRAF" (Massey & Davis 1992) recommends to use only a single instrumental magnitude obtained in the same aperture for all the frames. We have analyzed this recommendation in the case of the AFO and Apphot packages. The instrumental magnitudes, determined in three adjacent apertures, were averaged and then compared with the single aperture magnitudes. Differences between the average and singleaperture instrumental magnitudes for the AFO package are plotted in Fig. 11 , and the same for Apphot are plotted in Fig. 12 . The standard deviation of the average and single-aperture magnitude residuals are given in Table 3 . In the AFO case both values are nearly identical, but in the Apphot case the discrepancies for faint stars are significant. Consequently, the AFO package in the interactive mode can determine the instrumental magnitudes in one aperture because all the GCs are considered during photometry. In the case of Apphot magnitudes, we recommend to take the average magnitude measured at least in three apertures.
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SUMMARY
A new interactive aperture photometry package for IBM PC is developed. The package can be used both in the interactive mode and in the automated mode. The interactive estimation of the sky gives better accuracy of photometry and extends limiting magnitude at least by 1 mag in comparison with the automatic mode.
In the case of bright stars with S/N > 200, the instrumental magnitudes obtained by AFO in the interactive mode match very well with those determined by Apphot, the differences being 0.003 mag (standard deviation).
The automatic AFO mode is useful for stars with the S/N ratio high enough (200 and more), due to lesser influence of the sky estimation errors.
The averaging of the instrumental magnitudes obtained in different apertures by AFO in the interactive mode is not required while for the Apphot we recommend averaging of magnitudes obtained in several apertures.
The AFO package can be obtained free by contacting one of the authors by e-mail: bridzius@itpa.lt. 
